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- Privacy as an Enabling Right
- Disadvantaged Groups and Face Recognition
- Shameless Plug: RRING
Privacy as an Enabling Right

- The Right to be Let Alone
- Facebook’s “Real Name” Policy and SF Pride
- Separation of Identity
- Freedom of Speech; Anonymity/Pseudonymity of Speech
- Freedom to Protest: UK Police, Disability Benefits and Chilling Effects
Disadvantaged Groups and Face Recognition

- Lack of Recognition and Loss of Identity
  Dark skin, narrow eyes, disability, non-standard face structure...
- Counting and Being Counted
- False Recognition and Consequences
- Socio-economic realities and biometrics (Aadhar et al.)
  (privacy is for the rich)
Shameless Plug: RRING

- Horizon 2020 RRING Project
  Responsible Research and Innovation Networking Globally
  https://www.rring.eu/

- Current case study:
  Competitive Advantages of RRING in AI biometric research and innovation